Mass desertion causes weak Laotian defense

by Cliff Wintrobe

A South Bend resident was fined $184 in city court Friday night after he pleaded guilty to charges of pointing a firearm at a Notre Dame student and trespassing in his room early Friday morning.

DeWayne Jones, 22, of 1228 West Washington Avenue, was arrested about 5:40 a.m. Friday morning by a security officer on the road behind Rudy Hall with orders to arrest Jones on sight on campus said Director of Security Arthur Pears.

Jones has two previous convictions for trespassing on campus and Pears said that the only way to keep him off the campus in the future is to warn him that he will be arrested if seen on campus.

Walter Brandt and James Gat­
as, residents of 212 Farley, complained to the security of­fice just prior to Jones' arrest.

Jones for weeks on weeks," said Brandt and Gattas, when noti­fied by the security office that a man had entered their office just prior to Jones' arrest.

Pears identified Jones as the intruder, but Pears said Jones told the arres­ted officer that he was on cam­pus seeking employment, but the carelessness of the hour made this excuse ridiculous.

Pears added that Jones has used this ex­cuse in the past when arrested.

According to Hesburgh, do­

According to Andrus, the com­mittee is dependent upon find­ings from other groups. "Our hands are tied. We have to wait for the overall picture," he said.

The Co-Education Commit­tee is scheduled to meet Saturday, February 18. The sub­committees are trying to have out-I

Fr. Hesburgh then spoke of campus unrest, saying that peo­ple were generally tired of vio­lence and fear. "I think that people are looking for some­thing else," he said.

Mass desertion causes weak Laotian defense

Hesburgh answers queries in open discussion assembly

by Andy Mooney

Opinions concerning coeduca­tion, the computing-science de­partment, campus unrest, and the administration's for­eign policy were pitched at Uni­versity President Father Theo­dore Hesburgh by off-campus and St. Joe Hall residents last week in an open discussion.

Fr. Hesburgh began with an­e­dotes about St. Joe Hall, but quickly asked for "frank" ques­tions.

Fr. Hesburgh then spoke of campus unrest, saying that peo­ple were generally tired of vio­lence and fear. "I think that in preparing a supplement to the 15th edition of the Co-Education Commission has cre­ated a sub-committee to study the problems of tenure and de­gree accreditation.

Notre Dame and St. Mary's have been members of the tenure committee, said, "We don't know precisely how tenure is granted." The committee is studying guidelines set by the American Association of Univer­sity Professors (AAUP) in order to create a "model" pattern of tenure for Notre Dame and St. Mary's. According to a reliable source the committee must contend with "ambiguities" in the policies of St. Mary's and Notre Dame, especially in such matters as inclusion in academic regulations between the two systems.

When Fr. Hesburgh finished his remarks, he was asked if he would be interested in serving on the Co-Education Commission.

"It m ust study and propose solu­tions to "snags in merging regis­trations grom other groups. " Our commit-tees are trying to have out-I There will be an all-school Com­mittee and the Merged Depart­ment of the Laotian prob­lem. " It is scheduled to meet Saturday, February 18. The sub­committees are trying to have out-I

Fr. Hesburgh spoke for a bro­tus for a St. Joe Hall resident, after which they broke for refresh­ments and small group discussions.

Louis ourd that the Presid­ent's policy seemed to be going well until then," Hesburgh replied to a question about the Cambodian invasion, "and his withdrawal of troops is still proceeding well. But I think that he will have to pay more attention to domestic affairs within the next one or two years."

According to Hesburgh, do­mestic problems are in a "good-awful mess," and more aid than the President is proba­bly willing to give, or perhaps even able to get," because of the problems in Washington.

"Secondly, he commented that "Civil Rights has slowed down to a walk or a crawl" from the rapid pace it had previously. In addition, that this must be correc­ted quickly.

Fr. Hesburgh then spoke of St. Joe Hall residents, after which they broke for refresh­ments and small group discussions.

"The president's policy seem­ed to offer a concrete timetable for the approach to a place of the "ambigious" timetable of the President's Department."

A second coeducation report is being compiled by 14 commit­tees organized by the Notre Dame-St. Mary's student govern­ment and the Academic Regulations Committee and the Merged Depart­ments Committee.

According to Andrus, the Academic Regulations Committee began its research by obtaining course catalogues from both Notre Dame and St. Mary's. The committee members then compared such things as requirements for graduation and credit hour loads. They also searched for "dil­ferences in opinion" in academic regulations between the two colleges. Naturally, there are "a number of similiar­ities" in the two systems.

(Continued on Page 3)
The shotput game, thank Heaven, is better than ever, and I feel confidence six months at the outside. Naturally, being a sort of writer, I'm a little sorry to see this happen, but on the other hand, I'm not really worried. A friend, get a glass for your friend, a glass for yourself. Link arms. No longer will student and teacher snarl and make coarse gestures out and just hold on for a minute or two, maybe even dance with a little a little bit of moon, he will find that the student has learned not only Boyle's law, but not too much.

And what is more, the teacher will discover he has a new friend. No longer will the teacher and student marvel and make same gestures when they see each other on campus. Instead they will run together, class and school, trade books, and finally, without a word—what do friends need words?—repair to a nearby tavern for that friendship.

No beer binds a friendship the way Miller High Life does. I could tell you if I wanted to. In fact, I could go on for hours about the glorifies of Miller High Life. But I won't, for we all know, don't we, that language is not the way to communicate? So here is all I will say: Get yourself in on the Miller (if you are a large person). Pour a glass for your friend, a glass for yourself. Link arms. The state of the SUMMA docking mechanism that once hurled home at 4000 MPH this restful day in space yesterday. Shepard and his two copilots, Edgar D. Mitchell and Stuart A. Roosa, enjoyed a hard earned restful day in space yesterday. They ran some oxygen supply tests related to future space walks in lunar orbit and arranged to hold a news conference here shortly after leaving the moon. Ground controllers said the three space fliers would spend 30 minutes before their television camera today answering reporters' questions relayed to them by ground controllers. The current news of the day was read to the astronauts yesterday, and one item contained a quote from Shepard's golf pro to the effect that Shepard has a good swing, and could be a good golfer if he could only be more relaxed. This quote was prompted by the now famous interview Shepard gave before leaving the moon. "The only way Al can keep his arm straight through is to wear the space suit and that gets cumbersome on the golf course," Mitchell joked.

The Apollo astronauts have no more than 30 years since those other Apollo crews. This would help fill in a missing chapter in the geological history of the moon and about the probe's findings. Depending upon which side of the earth, the land, the end of their 1400 mile trek, technologically could come either tomorrow or Tuesday. But whichever side it is, it will be midmorning in the South Pacific and about 400 AM EST tomorrow. The men who will fish the astronauts from the warm, four mile deep waters of the Pacific, also the astronauts' seats and could be a good golfer if he could only be more relaxed. Shepard's golf pro to the effect that Shepard has a good swing, and could be a good golfer if he could only be more relaxed. This quote was prompted by the now famous interview Shepard gave before leaving the moon. "The only way Al can keep his arm straight through is to wear the space suit and that gets cumbersome on the golf course," Mitchell joked.

The astronauts were awakened at 10:45 A.M. EST yesterday and reported they were "feeling great" despite arestive night's sleep in the cramped quarters. In addition to the moon rocks, the astronauts also had to deal with some ground docking mechanism that once proved troublesome. Normally, the probe is jettisoned, but experts want to inspect the docking mechanism in case future flights will not be similar.

The probe is stowed beneath the astronauts' seats and bedded down Saturday night, and could be a good golfer if he could only be more relaxed. Shepard's golf pro to the effect that Shepard has a good swing, and could be a good golfer if he could only be more relaxed. This quote was prompted by the now famous interview Shepard gave before leaving the moon. "The only way Al can keep his arm straight through is to wear the space suit and that gets cumbersome on the golf course," Mitchell joked. The astronauts were awakened at 10:45 A.M. EST yesterday and reported they were "feeling great" despite a restive night's sleep in the cramped quarters. In addition to the moon rocks, the astronauts also had to deal with some ground docking mechanism that once proved troublesome.

No beer binds a friendship the way Miller High Life does. I could tell you if I wanted to. In fact, I could go on for hours about the glorifies of Miller High Life. But I won't, for we all know, don't we, that language is not the way to communicate? So here is all I will say: Get yourself in on the Miller (if you are a large person). Pour a glass for your friend, a glass for yourself. Link arms. The state of the SUMMA docking mechanism that once hurled home at 4000 MPH this restful day in space yesterday. Shepard and his two copilots, Edgar D. Mitchell and Stuart A. Roosa, enjoyed a hard earned restful day in space yesterday. They ran some oxygen supply tests related to future space walks in lunar orbit and arranged to hold a news conference here shortly after leaving the moon. Ground controllers said the three space fliers would spend 30 minutes before their television camera today answering reporters' questions relayed to them by ground controllers. The current news of the day was read to the astronauts yesterday, and one item contained a quote from Shepard's golf pro to the effect that Shepard has a good swing, and could be a good golfer if he could only be more relaxed. This quote was prompted by the now famous interview Shepard gave before leaving the moon. "The only way Al can keep his arm straight through is to wear the space suit and that gets cumbersome on the golf course," Mitchell joked. The astronauts were awakened at 10:45 A.M. EST yesterday and reported they were "feeling great" despite a restive night's sleep in the cramped quarters. In addition to the moon rocks, the astronauts also had to deal with some ground docking mechanism that once proved troublesome.

No beer binds a friendship the way Miller High Life does. I could tell you if I wanted to. In fact, I could go on for hours about the glorifies of Miller High Life. But I won't, for we all know, don't we, that language is not the way to communicate? So here is all I will say: Get yourself in on the Miller (if you are a large person). Pour a glass for your friend, a glass for yourself. Link arms. The state of the SUMMA docking mechanism that once hurled home at 4000 MPH this restful day in space yesterday. Shepard and his two copilots, Edgar D. Mitchell and Stuart A. Roosa, enjoyed a hard earned restful day in space yesterday. They ran some oxygen supply tests related to future space walks in lunar orbit and arranged to hold a news conference here shortly after leaving the moon. Ground controllers said the three space fliers would spend 30 minutes before their television camera today answering reporters' questions relayed to them by ground controllers. The current news of the day was read to the astronauts yesterday, and one item contained a quote from Shepard's golf pro to the effect that Shepard has a good swing, and could be a good golfer if he could only be more relaxed. This quote was prompted by the now famous interview Shepard gave before leaving the moon. "The only way Al can keep his arm straight through is to wear the space suit and that gets cumbersome on the golf course," Mitchell joked. The astronauts were awakened at 10:45 A.M. EST yesterday and reported they were "feeling great" despite a restive night's sleep in the cramped quarters. In addition to the moon rocks, the astronauts also had to deal with some ground docking mechanism that once proved troublesome.
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**Ecology course offered at IU**

Five members of the faculty of Indiana University at South Bend will offer a 15-week, non-credit course on "Man and His Environment," starting February 15. The course is an offering of the IUSB Program of Continuing Education.

The course will be presented from 6:15-9:45 p.m. on Mondays, starting February 8. It will attempt to put current questions about the ecology of our planet into scientific and social perspective.

Dr. Earl J. Savage, chairman of the IUSB Department of Biology, will serve as co-ordinator of the course. He will introduce the lecture series on February 8 with a discussion of "The Nature of Man; Man's Place on Earth, and How Man Has Changed His Environment."

Other topics, lecturers, and dates are:

1. "What is Ecology; Food Chains," by Dr. Thomas Hibbs, assistant professor of biology, Feb. 15.

**SUAC presents Will Herbeg**

Will Herbeg, Graduate Professor of Philosophy and Culture at St. Mary's College, will speak at 8 p.m. tomorrow night in Carroll Hall at St. Mary's College. Herbeg is a noted author on social philosophy, theology, and cultural matters, and has written numerous books and monographs on a variety of subjects.

The lecture is sponsored by the Notre Dame - St. Mary's Academic Commission, and admission is free.

**Co-Ed Commission form committees**

(Continued from Page 1)

Having analyzed the various categories, including some not found in the catalogues, the committee has begun to "outline the policy of the two schools." The Merged Departments Committee is considering goals similar to those of the Academic Committee. Currently there will be consultation on the departments that could eventually merge when the colleges become coed.

Candon said his committee is "exploring the feasibility of merging where there are complementary departments on both sides of the road." He also pointed out that in some areas Notre Dame and Saint Mary's "stress different types of education."

Referring to the Park-Mayhew Report, Candon felt that there may have been a "misunderstanding" in the purpose of the report on campus. He said it was supposed to "give direction" and that it "wasn't designed to give details."

"I thought it would be more specific" Candon said. He evaluated it as "mediocre at best."

After all the committees have organized the report it will be presented at a student assembly later this month, and will also be taken to the Trustees meeting in Florida. Candon feels that "the student assembly will be of paramount importance" and that the co-ed supplementary report "must have student support to bring to the Trustees."

"If this is to be a sound, factual report, we must have student backing."

According to Carol Hennings, there are about 80 people now working on it, with the aid of about 20 administrators and faculty members. Both Andrus and Candon stressed the need for full student participation in this effort, and added that it is "not just a student government project."

The two students involved in proposals handling co-ed housing, James Thunder and Michael George, are confident that co-education living conditions will become a reality by the fall of '71.

Jim Thunder, co-author of the Thunder-Conway report, sees his proposal as both feasible and practical. The displaced students from Stanford, said Thunder, "can be absorbed into Keenan, and with solely women in Stanford, a separate living situation will definitely exist. Both these aspects should carry weight with Board of Trustees consideration of the plan at their March meeting in Florida."

Thunder sees as a major problem the SMC reaction to the exchange. To realize a more definite stand, he plans to discuss the proposal with Stanford-Keenan residents tomorrow.

The final form of the Planner Academic Commission report of co-ed housing will be ready by this Friday, according to George. George's main objective is to "get to the people that make the decisions" with the Planner proposal.

He feels that an exchange with Flanner will prove "very beneficial" for SMC. St. Mary's the Planner Commission reveals that an exchange with Regina Hall can be realized.

"The University has already admitted that the question of co-education now is how far and how soon," said George. "Co-exchange was a logical step -- this is the next logical step."

George would like to either send representatives to the March meeting, or make information available for queries received from the trustees. The Planner report will also be submitted at the Trustee's meeting in Key Biscayne. The Commission foresees questions arising from the trustees at the conference.

**Election course offered at IU**

"Environmental Effects on F a m i l y Development," by Dr. Joseph, April 19.

"Gorillas and Man's Future," by Dr. Mehr, April 26.

"Genetics and Man's Future," by Dr. Mehr, May 10.

"The Brain," by Dr. Sandra Winicur, assistant professor of biology, May 17.


Registration for the course may be accomplished in person or by telephone at the Office of Continuing Education, IUSB, Room 101, Greenlawn Hall. Today is the final day for registration, with the office open from 8 a.m. to noon, 1—5 p.m. and 6—9 p.m.

"The University has already admitted that the question of co-education now is how far and how soon," said George. "Co-exchange was a logical step -- this is the next logical step."

George would like to either send representatives to the March meeting, or make information available for queries received from the trustees. The Planner report will also be submitted to the Trustee's meeting in Key Biscayne. The Commission foresees questions arising from the trustees at the conference.

**Call Toll Free**

**FURTHER INFORMATION**

**ESCAPE INTERNATIONAL / THE TRIP CLUB**

ACAPULCO

Escape to Acapulco for a full week of super sun and top notch night life. Visit the tequila factory and other famous Acapulco nightclubs. Escape International will take you to Acapulco any Saturday from February 27 to April 10.

Your package includes:

1. Round trip air transportation to Acapulco, Mexico.
2. Transfers between Acapulco International Airport and the Del Monte Hotel.
3. Seven days and nights accommodations at the Del Monte Hotel overlooking the beach.
4. A fiesta from arrival to departure - a welcome party, water skiing, 3-hour cruise of the bay with native music and an open authentic Mexican bar.
5. Tips and taxes on services are also provided.

Membership in Escape International Air Travel Club required • six months dues just $12.50.

For further information, collect (314) 731 1933

**ESCAPE INTERNATIONAL / THE TRIP CLUB**

THE OBSERVER
Reduction

What the Notre Dame College of Arts and Letters needs, apparently, is a good five percent. Failing that, they will need to somehow streamline their operation. The Arts and Letters budget is being cut, and there is a good possibility it will be cut again next year.

The most immediate consequence will be a cutback in the faculty, further impairing the all-important student–teacher ratio. This consequence, of course, appeals neither to the student, who would be part of that new student–teacher ratio, nor to the teacher, who might not be part of that new ratio. A good student – teacher ratio often motivates serious and intelligent high school seniors to choose a college; add a grosser ratio to the present deprived institutional system and the calibre of student applicants would in all probability decrease notably. Obviously, then, Notre Dame’s best choice is to make this move a temporary one.

The realm of permanent moves, otherwise, known as solutions, is, however, unfortunately limited. One solution which appeals to a lot of people – particularly Arts and Letters Majors – involves taking money away from the Engineering and Science departments (where the amount of money spent per student is disproportionately high) and pouring it into Arts and Letters. Unfortunately, any sustained cutback in the Science programs will cripple those programs far worse than the proposed Arts and Letters programs, for the need for Professors in the Sciences is as great as it is in Arts and letters, and there is additional demand for Laboratory and Research facilities in Science. So, despite the Elysian promise of budget reallocations, the program would be quite impracticable.

Nonetheless, the problem remains: how to reverse the ominous trend in the College of Arts and Letters towards unpleasantry high student–teacher ratio? The answer, painful always, is staring us all in the face. It is to reduce the number of students in the College of Arts and Letters until the student-faculty ratio is once again both financially sustainable and intellectually respectable.

Two things must be done before the number of students in the College can be reduced to an acceptable level: the University must be resolved to be more selective in the A&L Freshman admittance, and the College of Arts and Letters itself must be more willing to block the admittance of those people who are intellectually unable to succeed in the other departments.

Let’s face it, half a semester of Emil T. drives a lot of Engineering Freshmen into the noble and glorious pursuit of the Christian Aesthetic. Rather than automatically accepting the refugees from all the other departments, the College of Arts and Letters ought to consider applications to their department as though those applying were transfer students – that is to say, the College of Arts and Letters ought to reject most of them. The action, supplemented by a corresponding rise in the College’s admission standards, should raise the calibre of the student, which would encourage good Professors to come here, while at the same time improving the student-faculty ratio, which would not only encourage good Professors to come here, but also reduce the pressure on the ‘average student, which would not only encourage good Professors to come here, but also reduce the pressure on the student faculty ratio, which could be eliminated from this new state.

The dimension of time, the quantity of which seems to be distinctly physical. We measure it by the calendar, and when the sun goes down there is darkness; our eyes perceive this change in light and when the sun goes down there is darkness; the ‘conscious mind is at peace.

Not being able to perceive anything from the physical world you would shift your attention to the management of your７自己的世界. Our ears help us perceive the flow of speech, whereas in sleep it is one of the things we’re trying to avoid. Our eyes, too, help us perceive the passage of time: the varied rhythms and melodies of music let us know as they themselves are changing that there is a change in the time element. Similar examples can be cited for sense of smell and touch.

A common thread in all this is that if you could not see anything, nor hear any sounds, nor taste, smell or feel the touch of any object, your “personality” or “self” would be thrown back into the remoter caves of your deeper consciousness. This new dimension would necessarily exclude some of the more familiar dimensions within which we ordinarly live our lives. The dimension of space, for example, being physical, would automatically be eliminated from this new state. The dimension of time, in all probability, would seem to be distinctly physical. We measure it through our senses, for example, when the sun comes up there is light and when the sun goes down there is darkness; our eyes perceive this phenomenon and our mind, reacting on it, concludes that time has passed. Our ears, too, help us perceive the passage of time: the varied rhythms and melodies of music let us know as they themselves are changing that there is a change in the time element. Similar examples can be cited for sense of smell and touch, but the point is that in every case we perceive time only by the changes in physical states. Whatever time itself is, we can know it only as it passes.

It would be interesting to ponder what would happen if time, like any other dimension, were suddenly to collapse. If space collapsed, for example, everything would suddenly become two-dimensional, and for once (at last!) we’d all be up against the wall. But on the other hand, time collapsed, and everything that ever existed would all be present at once. This situation would be just as static as the last one but it is not too far distant and destruction of the earth would take place at the same instant, and all of us would be both born and dead at the same time. And yes, we finally could have our cake and eat it too.

Being humans and being aberrant creatures by our very nature, we sometimes stumble upon instances in which the dimension of time really does seem to collapse, at least partially. Most persons have had at least one experience about which they remark afterward, "everything happened at once." And likewise nearly everyone has had the deja vu experience in which he gets the feeling that somehow "this has already happened before." This may well be an illusion, but it is something; including our perception of time, this was just as it happened.

Not being able to perceive anything from the physical world you would shift your attention to the management of your world. Our ears help us perceive the flow of speech, whereas in sleep it is one of the things we’re trying to avoid. Our eyes, too, help us perceive the passage of time: the varied rhythms and melodies of music let us know as they themselves are changing that there is a change in the time element. Similar examples can be cited for sense of smell and touch, but the point is that in every case we perceive time only by the changes in physical states. Whatever time itself is, we can know it only as it passes.
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Not being able to perceive anything from the physical world you would shift your attention to the management of your world. Our ears help us perceive the flow of speech, whereas in sleep it is one of the things we’re trying to avoid. Our eyes, too, help us perceive the passage of time: the varied rhythms and melodies of music let us know as they themselves are changing that there is a change in the time element. Similar examples can be cited for sense of smell and touch, but the point is that in every case we perceive time only by the changes in physical states. Whatever time itself is, we can know it only as it passes.
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Being humans and being aberrant creatures by our very nature, we sometimes stumble upon instances in which the dimension of time really does seem to collapse, at least partially. Most persons have had at least one experience about which they remark afterward, "everything happened at once." And likewise nearly everyone has had the deja vu experience in which he gets the feeling that somehow "this has already happened before." This may well be an illusion, but it is something; including our perception of time, this was just as it happened.

Not being able to perceive anything from the physical world you would shift your attention to the management of your world. Our ears help us perceive the flow of speech, whereas in sleep it is one of the things we’re trying to avoid. Our eyes, too, help us perceive the passage of time: the varied rhythms and melodies of music let us know as they themselves are changing that there is a change in the time element. Similar examples can be cited for sense of smell and touch, but the point is that in every case we perceive time only by the changes in physical states. Whatever time itself is, we can know it only as it passes.

Not being able to perceive anything from the physical world you would shift your attention to the management of your world. Our ears help us perceive the flow of speech, whereas in sleep it is one of the things we’re trying to avoid. Our eyes, too, help us perceive the passage of time: the varied rhythms and melodies of music let us know as they themselves are changing that there is a change in the time element. Similar examples can be cited for sense of smell and touch, but the point is that in every case we perceive time only by the changes in physical states. Whatever time itself is, we can know it only as it passes.
GOOD TIME WAS HAD BY ALL

As I have explained before (perhaps we'll better make that "as I have opined before") there are groups and there are bands. Add now, to these categories, a third, which we will call by the name of act - The Supremes is an act.

An act is something that just got back from playing the Royal Box in New York or the Huddle in Chicago. The Supremes, from New York, and the Sveltes from the Royal Box in New York, are acts.

More and more in the past few years, acts have been coming out of Detroit, home of Berry Gordy, Smokey Robinson, and the Billboard-revered "Motown sound." At the Motown recording studio, started to suffer from over-exposure, its people began to abandon the famous Detroit show and took to the night spots where people spend big money and come to see a big show.

The transformation required a few small adjustments. For one thing, the most basic one, that the Motown sound, the Detroit studios, could be brought along. Also, some of the bass-beat-manic, rhythm-and-blues, rock-and-roller groups and nightclub patrons. For the most part, though, "acts" were groups and now highly visual Motown acts were just about perfect for the club scene, where you just want to see the act play. And so the legend goes, The Temptations, The Four Tops, and the Supremes. The Detroit Supremes went the club route, and in a big way.

Next to get a little closer to the point, The Supremes gave a concert here the other day. To add another point, it was a concert that was very good. The Supremes were doing something exactly what, but I think the reason this is because this type of thing is so unprecedented. Optimists, yes, but num skulls, no.

A bus trip today completes the "pilgrimage" to what was their destination so long ago. As I walk from the busstop, I can see children playing soccer on what was, twenty-five years ago, an exercise field. Another hundred yards and I walk through the entrance of a massive wall, framed by two white wooden board towers. This is the Dachau Concentration Camp. On the inside of the fence is a most with barbed wire fences on the far bank. I enter the first building I see, then administer a pattern of rooms, all with pictures of the exhibits are of images of prisoners and some in exhibits in the museum are graphic, poignant and detailed. Inmates in their seemingly God-forsaken wretchedness and jailors in their inhumanity are shown and how of this camp, from the very beginning to the end.

The photograph in this exhibit shows how the gas chambers were entered. The American Army Medical Corporal, the picture in this story, is a witness to the camps' "liberation from terror." The Corpman is standing amid a pile of corpses, some of whom face expressions show only too clearly that they did not die naturally. Their beheaded, bashed heads still keep the same story. The Corpman's own facial expression serves as a summation for the entire Dachau experience to squeeze onto them. I leave this building and travel the "main street" to the gas chambers. There is no animal or human that is all there are records for.) Behind me another figure is standing - a stature that is all there are records for. (The lesson of Dachau, as I see it, is this: "We shall not remember the past are condemned to repeat it."

I leave the museum now and walk the road that the prisoners here trod so many times. On my way to the prisoner's quarters I pass a monument. It says, in five languages, "Never Again," Someone has placed a flower on the top. The prisoner's rooms are small and tidy. They were originally built to serve 3 inmates per room, every two rooms sharing one wash-room and one lavatory. When the Reich expanded, the number of people here followed suit, although the "accommodations" available for them did not.

The Supremes in the ACC

In detail about what happened here. I do not need to. Suffice it to say that at least 31,951 people were murdered here. The exact number, of course, is not known. The Supremes were something new to the people here. They seemed to do things differently. After a while they had split the money three ways. But it all doesn't matter that much. For me, the nice thing was seeing those girls on the stage all smile and glee and knowing that they probably can't stand to sit next to each other on the plane. Or watching them loving the stage, coast ten, and then throw back on another phonograph encore. Or watching that group of formerly un-employed, semi-skilled musicians, being perfectly happy to play C-F-G for 45 minutes and collect their checks on the way out.

What I mean is, look: the whole thing was much more than a show. The Supremes knew it, the audience knew it, and what makes it good, they knew that we knew it, and they didn't go on,人员 did.
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We shall never forget
It was a great day for Irish
goalie Dick Tomasoni played an outstanding game in the net to lead the Irish to victory. "I was very, very pleased with everyone," Smith commented after the upset. "Beating a club of Denver's caliber is a big accomplishment."

Denver coach Murray Armstrong added his words of praise after Notre Dame's victory, saying, "They played well and deserved to win."

The triumph gave Notre Dame a split of their weekend series with the Pioneers as Denver kept pressuring the Irish throughout the game. Notre Dame wisely inched their way to victory, with McWilliam proving to be their outstanding game in the nets to lead the Irish to 1-0 at the period stop.

Notre Dame wasted no time in proving their second marker on the scoreboard as Williams notched his first goal of the game in the first minute of the second period. Denver goalie John McWilliam had gone behind the net to clear the puck and ran into heavy traffic on his way back into the net. While McWilliam was fighting to get back in position, Eddie Bumbacco gained possession of the puck behind the cage and passed it out front to Williams who easily put the disc into the net.

Vic Vrzansky cut the Notre Dame lead to 2-1 at the 10:00 minute mark in the second stanza. Though he fired a 12-footer past Tomasoni. The period ended with the Irish on top, 2-1.

Both clubs ran into penalty problems early in the third period and it was on a power play that the Irish registered their third goal. With the Pioneers two men short, Bill Green skated over the blue line and into the corner to the right of the net. Green whipped a pass from there to Williams, breaking in and a shot. Williams hit the red light on a 10-foot shot 2:51 into the period.

Less than a minute later Denver sprang Rick Bragnalo loose on a breakaway and he headed alone on Tomasoni. Steve Curry came up quickly for the Irish and knocked Bragnalo from behind, although the Pioneer did manage to get off a shot, which Tomasoni turned aside. The official, instead of merely sending Curry to the penalty box, awarded Bragnalo a penalty shot. The record crowd of 4222 knew what it was as they burst into applause. Bragnalo skated up and lit the red light on a 10-foot shot 4:31 into the period.

Less than a minute later Denver kept pressuring the Irish, but couldn't break the Irish defense. Tomasoni made 42 saves in the game. The Pioneers moved out to a 3-0 advantage in the second period, scoring two goals in 29 seconds early in the stanza. Bagnalo rammed home a power play goal at 3:30 for Denver and McWilliam made his second goal with 3:59 gone.

The Irish kept hustling though, and their efforts paid off at 4:51 mark when Larry Cattanach took a pass from Kevin Home, on a 2-on-1 break, faked McWilliam to the ice and slipped the puck into the corner. Eddie Bumbacco made it a 3-2 game 8:18 into the period, pumping in a rebound of a long shot slap shot by Noble.

The turning point of the contest came at 11:24 when Mike Christie tallied a short-handed goal for the Pioneers en route to a 5-2 final. Noble brought the Irish within one goal, 4-3, at 4:54 in the third period, when he picked up the puck among a crowd of players in front of the net and put it past McWilliam. The Irish just couldn't tie it up, although they came close in the first half of play. A Denver penalty at 18:36 gave the Irish a man advantage and Coach Smith pulled Cathcart to put in a sixth skater, giving the Irish two more skaters than Denver, with 39 seconds of a man but McWilliams came up with three saves to preserve the win for the Pioneers.

Noble brought the Irish within one goal of the game, 2-0 in the last period, and a number of them were spectacular. "Coach Smith was full of praise for Tomasoni after the game, saying that "Dick had a fantastic game." Ian Williams echoed Smith's remarks, commenting, "I was pretty happy to get the hat trick but Dickie kept us in the game. Everybody just played fantastic." The Irish played good hockey Friday night but Pioneer netminder McWilliam proved to be the difference in that game as he turned aside a number of Irish scoring opportunities.

The turn at the center of the ice was the game's 20th minute mark in the second stanza. Allith fired a 12-footer past Tomasoni. McWilliam proved to be that game as he turned aside a number of Irish scoring opportunities.
by Bruce Kennedy
Observer Sportswriter

Austin Carr tossed in 38 points, and the team shot 67% in the second half as Notre Dame defeated Creighton 109-91 Saturday in the ACC.

Sid Catlett and Collins Jones added 21 points apiece in the offensive battle which was pol­led by 43 turnovers. Cyril Baptiste of Creighton scored 31 points and tied Catlett for high in rebounds with 19.

Sid was the hero for the Irish Saturday. Despite five turnovers and a couple of shots that missed the mark completely, Sid put forth his best effort of the season. Pulling down bounds, taking, ball handling, shooting, everything: Sid did it Saturday. He was 10 for 17 from the floor (5 for 7 in the second half), made his only free throw attempt, had three assists, and amazingly, committed only one foul. Aided by Collins Jones’ 11 rebounds, Sid kept Baptiste from controlling the boards.

But Baptiste showed why he is considered an All-American candidate. The 6-9 junior hit 12 of 18 field goal attempts and converted 7 of 8 from the line. He leap'd high in the air for 19 rebounds, even though his aggressiveness was hindered by foul trouble. He got his third with 11 seconds left in the first half and fourth with 16:22 left in the game, but managed not to foul out.

The game was tight for the first eight minutes, but ND went on a 4:14 scoring streak, 15-14 to 33-19. With 3:20 left in the half the Irish still held a 14 point edge, 41-25, but two technical fouls and three straight turnovers al­lowed Creighton to net 10 quick points and close the gap to 41-35 at halftime.

The second half was more of the same as Creighton dominated the boards while Notre Dame was unsuccessful in its futile efforts to penetrate the Creighton defense. The Irish offense consisted, at times, of futile efforts to penetrate the Creighton defense. The Irish of­fense was restricted to long jumpers,Notably ineffective for Notre Dame was John Shumate who was held at bay by Creighton’s Ted Wuebben. Coach O’Connor reasoned that Shu­m ate was the victim of a let­down after a superb perfor­mance against Marquette. Shu­m ate, for the most part, was restricted to long jumpers against Creighton. He finished 7 of 16 from the field along with 2 free takers and 1 rebounds. steady Gary Novak turned in the team's best effort as he produced 23 points and 11 re­bounds.

Creighton, meanwhile, moved well against Notre Dame and placed five men in double figures in the scoring department. "Creighton showed a lot of poise against us and they tried to outsize us, I guess they did," admitted O’Connor. The Bluejays frequently drove the baseline on the Irish and scored lay-ups on numerous occasions. O’Connor and his team will be looking to regain their impres­sive form of the pre-Creighton days, when along with a recu­perated Bob Valibus they en­counter the Butler freshmen to­night at 8:00 p.m.

---

NOTRE DAME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FG</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>Reb</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carr</td>
<td>15-23</td>
<td>8-11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meinhan</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleick</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catlett</td>
<td>6-17</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simont</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gennell</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egart</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regleman</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silliuski</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinga</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL | 44-83 | 14:21 | 66 | 102

CU had 18 turnovers. ND shot 53%.

---

CREIGHTON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FG</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>Reb</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carr</td>
<td>7-17</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meinhan</td>
<td>7-17</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baptiste</td>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bremenhan</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacelides</td>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellieison</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis</td>
<td>5-13</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Baptiste</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL | 36-80 | 19:26 | 35 | 91

---

Sloppy frosh are beaten

by Joe Passiatore
Observer Sportswriter

Some costly turnovers and an overall lacklustre performance sent the Notre Dame freshmen basketball team down to defeat Saturday, 90-76, compliments of Creighton’s unbeaten freshmen.

The Irish were guilty of a hor­rendous 33 turnovers, and were lacking the aggressive rebouding game that had been evident in their past few performances. Coach Tom O’Connor summed up the game by saying, “It was a disappointing performance. I felt we had been playing very well up until this game. The past couple of weeks we had worked together and had kind of reached a certain plateau. To play well and get beaten is one thing, but when you play ragged and lose, that’s another.”

One factor that weighed heavily in the outcome of the game was the absence of Notre Dame guard Bob Valibus. Vali­bus, the man who makes things happen, was utilized in the offense, was nursing a swollen knee and was withheld from the game by O’Connor. When asked to what degree the loss of Valibus hurt the Leprechauns, O’Connor re­plied, “Put it this way, it didn’t help us. I don’t think it cost us the game though. Maybe Bob could have handled the pressure up front a little better and cut down on our number of turn­overs, but I didn’t want to run the risk of playing him while he wasn’t at full strength.”

Midway through the first half the game was fairly even with the lead exchanging hands. With 6:02 left, Notre Dame led 33-32. This was the last time the Irish were to be on the long end of the score all afternoon as a nagging press by Creighton and the Leprechauns inability to get the good shot resulted in a 47-39 halftime lead for the Bluejays. By intermission Notre Dame had committed eighteen turnovers to only five for Creighton.

The second period was more of the same as Creighton domi­nated the boards while Notre Dame was unsuccessful in its futile efforts to penetrate the Creighton defense. The Irish of­fense consisted, at times, of everyone standing around and taking turns at firing up long jumpers. Notably ineffective for Notre Dame was John Shumate who was held at bay by Creighton’s Ted Wuebben.

---

The Irish host Butler this evening at 8:00 with a fresh pintim at 5:45.

---

Johnny Dee extends the “glad hand” to Collins Jones for another great performance, 21 points!

---

The Irish host Butler this evening at 8:00 with a fresh pintim at 5:45.
Man killed in race riots

WILMINGTON, N.C. (UPI) — Racial violence flared anew in Wilmington yesterday when a white man was slain by a sniper in a troubled black neighborhood. Gov. Bob Scott ordered National Guard units into action.

Sporadic sniper fire echoed around the black sections of this tense inner-city town again Sunday after the situation appeared to have calmed down. Police reported looting and snipers in residences near downtown Wilmington.

Authorities said a white man, identified as Harvey Cumber, was driving his pickup truck through a black neighborhood when he was shot in the head. He was the second person to die in the four-day old disturbances. A teen-aged sniper, armed with a shotgun, was killed by a policeman Saturday night.

Bayh, McCarthy thinking about '72

TEL AVIV (UPI) — Senator Birch Bayh, D.Del., said Sunday he was giving "serious consideration" to joining the race for the U.S. presidency in 1972.

He made the comment after touring a Negro Kibbutz and the Weizmann Institute on the first complete day of a four-day fact-finding visit to Israel.

In reply to a newcomer's question as to whether he was seeking the Democratic party nomination for 1972, he said, "No, but I'm seriously considering it."

"I'm going to spend the next two months touring the country talking to the opinion makers to determine if there is enough support for this effort."

Bayh said the United States should continue supporting Israel with economic and military aid. He reasserted his opposition to the latest Egyptian proposals and said it would be wrong for the Big Four to attempt to impose a Middle East peace settlement.

"Any settlement that doesn't have the approval of the parties involved — in this case the Arabs and the Israelis — is doomed to failure in the final analysis," he said.

At about the same time, half way across the globe, former Minnesota Senator Eugene McCarthy said Sunday that he would not rule out another bid for the presidency in 1972.

"It hasn't said that I wouldn't be a candidate for the Democratic party," McCarthy said. "I expect to live until 1972."

The 1968 president-elect peace candidate made the remark during a meeting in New York New Democratic Coalition, an organization of reform and liberal Democratic groups in the state.

McCarthy also commented that the manned space program was "too expensive for its limited gains," adding that the only difference between the Apollo 14 mission now underway and the two other moon missions was "those two lost golf balls," a reference to Capt. Alan B. Shepard's playing with two golf balls on the moon Saturday.

Tornado hits Pensacola

GULF BREEZE, Fla. (UPI) — A tornado yesterday when it do swept over Pensacola Bay before dawn Sunday and ripped into this Gulf Coast resort town, destroying an apartment complex and injuring more than 100 people.

Miraculously, no one was killed.

Three hospitals in the area reported they had treated 51 persons for mostly minor injuries from the tornado and 10 of the city's firemen were among those injured.

RA receives concussion
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RA receives concussion

Two victimized at festivities

by Don Ruane

A resident assistant at St. Edwards Hall received a concussion Saturday night and a friend had two cigarettes crushed out on his forehead when they were attacked inside Stepan Center during the Mardi Gras. Chuck DeMonaco was admitted to St. Joseph's Hospital last night after being treated at the infirmary. He was taken to the hospital by a friend, Joe Gagliardi of Howard Hall.

Gagliardi said DeMonaco and Chuck Jackson of 127 Howard were with dates at the festival when a group numbering five or more approached. One member of the gang put his hand on DeMonaco's date and he told her to go to the hospital. Gagliardi took DeMonaco to the hospital.
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